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An important recent technological developmentin commercial F- T conversionis "liquid-phase"
synthesis. In a liquid phasereactor, the feed gas is bubbled through a heavy oil (e.g., the waxy
fraction ofF- T liquids) in which catalystparticles are suspended.The vigorous mixing, the
intimate gas-catalystcontact, and the uniform temperaturedistribution enable conversionof feed
gas to F- T liquids in a single passof about80%, as measuredby fraction of CO converted (Bechtel
Group, 1990). This comparesto lessthan 40% conversion with traditional fixed-bed F -T reactors,
suchas those used in the Shell Malaysia plant and in SouthAfrica. Considerablerecycling is
required with fixed-bed reactorsto achieve high overall yield. The higher gas throughput capacity
per unit volume with liquid-phase synthesisreducescapital costs comparedto a fixed-bed reactor,
and catalyst consumption per unit of product is reduced dramatically (Jager,1997). Liquid-phase
reactorsare now commercially available for F- T synthesis(Jager, 1997),and are being developed
for synthesisof methanol and dimethylether (Tijm et al., 1997).
2.2. F-T conversion of coal
The main difference betweena processfor producing F- T liquids from coal comparedto
production from natural gas is in the syngasproduction step. The reforming stepis replaced by a
pressurizedoxygen-blown gasifier when using coal. The resulting syngas(after gas cooling and
cleaning) consistsalmost entirely of CO and H2oDepending on the gasifier design, the H2/CO ratio
in the syngascan be too low for F- T synthesis.The ratio is adjusted using the shift reaction, either
in a shift reactor upstreamof the F- T synthesisstep, or by direct injection of steaminto the F- T
reactor, wherein the shift reactionoccurs along with the F-T synthesisreactions.
2.3. F-T conversion of biomass
The processfor converting biomassinto F- T liquids (Fig. 2) is similar in many respectsto that
for coal conversion. However, somemethaneand other light hydrocarbonsare found in the product
gas from most biomassgasifiers, so a hydrocarbonreforming stepis neededafter gasification to
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provides the possibility of using indirectly-heatedgasifiers, which produce a gas undiluted by inert
nitrogen without the use of costly oxygen. [Indirectly-heated gasifiers under developmentinclude
the Brightstar Synfuels Company (BSC) design(Menville, 1998),the Battelle Columbus
Laboratory (BCL) design (Anson et al., 1999),the Thermochem design(MTCI, 1990),and the
DMT design(Chughtai and Kubiak, 1998).] Air-blown gasification can also be used, though this
requires larger downstreamvessel sizesto handlethe nitrogen-diluted syngas. Oxygen-blown
gasification avoids nitrogen dilution, but the reducedvessel and piping costsmust be evaluated
againstthe added costs for oxygen supply.
A simpler processdesign involves "once-through" F- T synthesis,wherein the reforming stepis
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Table 1. Energybalancesfor F-T liquidsproductionfrom coal

The elimination of recycle loops compared

and from natural gas.
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3. PRELIMINARY

ENERGY

BALANCES
3.1. Calculation method
We estimate mass and energy balances
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oxidation reformmg, with performance
based on A.D. Little (1994). Reforming
converts all hydrocarbons to CO and H2.

The F-T synthesis step is modeled
assuming that a single pass of synthesis gas through the reactor results in 80% mass conversion of
the [CO + H2] in the feed gas. Hydrocarbons constitute between 24% and 44% of the mass of
converted [CO + H2], depending on the starting H2:CO ratio. The balance of the converted [CO +
H2] forms H2O and/or CO2. The carbon-number distribution of the hydrocarbon products is given
by a Schulz-Flory distribution. The F-T synthesis step assumes an a value between 0.92 and 0.95,
and the product distribution from the hydrocracker is based on published empirical results. The
hydrogen requirement for the hydrocracker is estimated based on discussions with industry experts.
Hydrogen for the hydrocracker is assumed to be recovered from mixed gases using pressure swing
adsorption (PSA). When a gas turbine is included in the overall process, the efficiency of
converting fuel gases to electricity is assumed to be 50% on a higher heating value basis,
representing a modern gas turbine/steam turbine combined cycle. Process steam demands are
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lower than our calculated result for coal (Table 1), due
primarily to the lower cold-gas efficiency for biomass gasification (73% versus 80% for coal) and
the greater energy demand for reforming hydrocarbons in the biomass-gasifier product gas before
F- T synthesis.
The second set of results in Table 2 is for a "once-through" configuration. The "once-through"
biomass conversion case has an overall efficiency (counting both electricity and F- T liquids as
products) about six percentage points lower than the "full recycle" case because a significant
amount of syngas is converted to electricity rather than to F- T liquids, and the efficiency of
TI

0/

~a~le 3. Calculat~ energy ~alances for ."once-thro~gh" co-production of F- T

converting

liquids and el~rlClty f~om biomass for dlff.ere~t gasifier designs. Alpha = 0.95
for the synthesIs reaction, and hydrocracklng IS used to produce final products.
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0.700
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.
Fraction of biomass HHVconvertedto
efficiency of producmg F -T
Neteledricity
0.172
0.183
0.038
0.082
0.142
liquids in the "once-through"
Nethydrocarbons
0.265
0.231
0.473
0.318
0.264
configuration is about the
Overall HHVeff.
0.437
0.414
0.511
0.400
0.406
.
Effective eff.G
0.521
0.484
0.530
0.415
0.445
same (actually slightly
a. Gasifierperfonnancefor the BrightstarSynfuelsCompanydesign,as reportedby
higher) than the efficiency of
Menville (1998)with 400/0feed biomassmoisture.
the "full recycle" case.2 The
b. Gasifier perfonnanceas reportedby Consonniand Larson(1996)with 15%feed
...
biomassmoisturecontenL BCL = Battelle ColumbusLaboratorydesign;TPS = TPS high effective efficiency
Studsvikdesign; Bioflow = Fosterwheeler'sBioflow design.
.achieved
with the simpler
c. G~ifier perfonnance.asreportedby Katofsky (1~3) wi~ 10%feedbiomass
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liquids production compared to production from the "full recycle" configuration.
For different biomass gasifier designs, Table 3 shows calculated efficiencies for "once-through"
process configurations
that co-produce F -T liquids and electricity.
Results are shown for two
indirectly-heated,
atmospheric pressure gasifiers, one pressurized, oxygen-blown gasifier, one
pressurized air-blown gasifier, and one atmospheric-pressure
air-blown design.
The total overall efficiency ranges from 40% to 51 % among the five cases. Differences in
efficiencies between cases can be explained in terms of either differences in efficiencies of the
gasification step and/or differences in the ratio of CxHy:(CO + H2) in the gasifier product gas.
Higher gasification efficiency gives higher overall efficiency.
A higher CxHy:(CO + H2) ratio
means that a larger fraction of the energy in the product gas is converted to electricity and less is
converted to F- T liquids. Since syngas conversion to electricity is less efficient than conversion to
liquids, overall efficiency is lower for larger ratios of CxHy:(CO + H2). The case with pressurized
oxygen-blown
gasification gives the highest overall efficiency, followed by indirectly-heated
gasifiers and then air-blown gasifiers. More detailed performance analysis, together with cost
assessment are needed to determine which of the different process configurations would be most
cost competitive in a given application.

4. CONCLUSIONS
A resurgence of interest in Fischer- Tropsch conversion technology is being driven by the goal
of converting remote natural gas resources into marketable liquid products such as high-cetane
number, low-aromatic,
no-sulfur diesel blending stock for reducing diesel-engine vehicle tailpipe
emissions. Because remote gas fields are typically small, much of the F- T technology development
effort is aimed at making smaller scale facilities cost competitive.
An important recent technology
development in this regard is liquid-phase synthesis, which achieves much higher throughput per
unit volume than synthesis using traditional fixed-bed reactors. Processes for converting biomass
to F- T liquids can take advantage of such technological developments.
2The effectiveefficiency is the higher heatingvalue (HHV) of F-T liquids divided by the HHV of the biomasschargedto F-T
liquids production. The biomasschargedto F-T liquids is the total biomassinput lessthe amountof biomassthatwould be
required with a stand-alonegasifier/combinedcycle to generatethe sameamountof electricityas thatexportedfrom the coproducingfacility. Assuminga stand-alonegeneratingefficiencyof 35% (HHV), and using the resultsin Table 2, the effective
efficiency of producingF-T liquids with the once-throughprocessis 0.265/[ 1.0 -(0.172/0.35»)= 0.521.

,'-

We have presentedpreliminary energy balancesfor the conversionof biomassto F -T liquids in
"full-recycle" processconfigurations that maximize F- T liquids production and in "once-through"
configurations that co-produce electricity and F-T liquids. A significant result is that the effective
efficiency of producing F-T liquids using a "once-through" design is aboutthe sameas the
efficiency of producing F- T liquids in a "full recycle" configuration. The simpler process
configuration of the former should provide for bettereconomics.
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